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The Future Population of the World
What Can We Assume Today?
Wolfgang Lutz, Editor
This book gives a thorough analysis of the components of
population change -fertility, mortality, and migration -and
translates alternative assumptions about these factors into a series
of projections for the population of 12 world regions. The scenarios
are the first to explicitly take into account possible environmental
limits to population growth and to consider a range of other factors,
such as the impact of AIDS. These new scenarios differ
significantly from projections already available from the UN
and the World Bank, and are likely to become benchmarks
for future discussions of population.

In recent years IlASA has been transformed from a center
for collaborative East-West researchto an important international lnstltution devoted to the interdisciplinary study of
the human dimenslens of global change, includingthe wmplex transitions now under way in the former centrally
planned economies. During this transformation IlASA was
able to build on its past accomplishmentsand scientific networks, while at the same time adding many new substantive and organ~zational
elements. In scientific circles IIASA's
new role is now well recognizedand accepted.
Notwithstanding its nongovernmental status, most of IIASA's budget
comes from governments. The founders of the institute were in positions to
commit governments in their countries to secure funding of NASA plus the
freedom to pursue research without politicalconstraints. This combinationof
commitment and freedom served IlASA well in earlier years. The time is now
right for governments to reaffirm their interest in a reconstituted IIASA.
The apparatus of government takes its signals from its leaders of today.
A new generation of political leaders and government officials does not know
IlASA as well as the leaders of the 1970s. For IlASA to serve current leaders'
interests as well as it did their predecessors', the signals need to be renewed.
The best way to do this is a clear restatement of political support for IIASA.
For this reason. Austrian Chancellor Franz Vranitzky has invited ministers from each of the seventeen countries that actively support IlASA member organizations to a meeting at the institute in November 1994. The meeting would give ministers and senior officials responsiblefor IlASA in their own
countries an opportunity to learn about the institute and to consider IIASA's
current and future activities. Not since IIASA'sestablishment has there been
a meeting at such a high political level to discuss the role of the institute. A
joint communiqud restating their interest in NASA and support for its goals
can help the instlute to achieve its objectives.
We at IlASA look forward to the meeting eagerly, confident that itwill add
a much-needed political commitment to the existing scientific endorsement.
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New World Population Scenarios
Population growth is one of the most
controversial issues of our time; almost everyone agrees
that it affects environmental, economic, and political stability, both
globally and regionally, but there is little consensus on what, if anything,
should be done about it. IlASA's Population Project has for several years studied
the complex links between population, society, and the natural world. One result
is Population-Development-Environment: Understanding Their Interactions in
Mauritius, published recently by Springer Verlag. Following are brief
descriptions of other work on global population scenarios
and a new database and education tool.

hy has IlASA's
Population Group made
the effort to prepare a
new set of worldpopulation
projections when the UN and
the World Bank routinely publish
their own projections of future
population? Because these
existing projections are too
limited in scope for the study
of global change.
Scientists working in
ecology, climatology, hydrology,
agriculture, energy, and other
fields increasingly demand longterm population figures that
ex~licitlvaddress the issue of
uncerta~ntyTheascenar~o
analyses are becoming more
sophisticated; offen they are
more interested in the boundaries
of future world population tather
than a best guess. Moreover;
in the design of robust policy
options, consideration of
alternative population
scenarios is a must.
At IlASA we have developed
a set of nine scenarios of world
population growth, based on the
opinions of some of the foremost
experts in the field about future
trends in fertility, mortality, and
migration. Taken together.
the scenarios reflect a wide
range of views by experts
about possible future trends
in population.

The Scenario Approach

W

More and more, demographers write
of scenarios of population rather than
the more traditional variants. The
scenario approach has gained followers for several reasons. Scenarios
emphasize the iflthen nature of the
calculation rather than a best-guess
prediction. Scenarios underscorethe
importance of assumptions about
trends in fertility, mortality, and
migration - the numbers behind the
numbers. Given enough scenario

,

combinations, it is also possiMe to do
a sensitivity analysis of these three
components.
Deciding on the assumptions to
use in the IlASA scenarios was no
easy task. The first step was to
request papers from invited experts
in the fields of fertility, mortality, and
migration analysis. Each expert
expressed views on likely trends and
less likely but not-impossible trends
in the three demographic components, including variation by region.
These papers were the starting point
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Three
Certainties
for the Future
The nine scenarios developed
by IIASA explore a wide range
of possibilities, but some conclusions are consistent from
scenario to scenario. For
practical purposes, they are
certainties for the future.

World population age structure in 2030 under two extreme scenarios: assumptions
of low fertility and low mortality compared with high ferNllty and high mortality

for many chapters in The Future
Populationof the World: What Can
We Assume Today? (see page 6).
The book also contains a detailed
explanation of the IlASA population
projections.
Each expert was asked specifically to suggest possible high and
low assumptions for future fertility,
mortality, and migration levels to the
year 2030.
The next step was to invite some
of the experts to a meeting at IlASA
where, in vigorous debate, they
challenged each other's views and
discussed options for building
scenarios. Based on these qualitative
drscussions we developeda range of
quantified assumptions on future
trends in fertility, mortality, and
migration m each of 12world regions
(other regional groupings and aggregations are poss~ble).
These demographic trends are thought to be
extreme, but not impossible.
A systematic permutation of the
high and low assumptions in each of
the three components results in eight
scenario combinations. These eight
scenarios provide a basis for sensitivity analysis. Systematic permutation also reveals the relative impact
of changes in individualcomponents

under given age structures.
In addition to the eight combinations, a central scenario was obtained by combining the arithmetic
means of the low and high fertility,
mortality, and migration assumptions.
This central scenario is tantamount to
the group's most reasonable guess.
None of the experts was willing
to speculate about trends in population beyond 2030. This is understandable: demographers' record in
long-range projection has been
dismal. Still, many global-change
researchers study systems and
problems that evolve over decades
and centuries - climate change, for
example -and need population projections to match.
We prepared two sets of longterm extensions of the expert scenarios until the year 2100. One set
attempts plausible extensions for all
12world regions. The major assump
tion regards the future course of
demographic transition to lower
fertility and mortality.
The second set of scenarios is
not comprehensive but illustrative. It
explores some features of population
dynamics, particularly the possible
effect of feedback from population
size and ageing on fertility and

@World population will
continue to gmw.
By 2030,world population
will increase by at least 50
percent and may even double
in size. Short-term growth is
inevitable: it is built into the
age structure of today's world
population. The question is
not if world population will
grow, but rather how large
will it become.
@ ~ e v e l o ~countries
ln~
will account for a greater
share of the world
population. By 2030,
today's developing countries
will represent between 85
and 87 percent of the world
population -this is a very
small margin of uncertainty
resulting from extremely
different scenarios. Under
all scenarios, Africa's share
of world population will
increase most rapidly.

QAII

populations will
become older. The average
age of all world regions will
increase under all scenarios.
The more rapidly fertility
declines, the faster the
population ages.
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The Future Population of the World
Below are the contents of m e Future Population ofthe WorM: What Can We
Assume Today?, ,edited by Wolfgang Lutz, Earthscan Publicahow, London.

Why Another Set cuf Global Population Projactions?
Long-range Global Pqoukton Pmjmhons: Lessom Learned
Tomas Frejka
Anernam approaches to Populahon Projecon
Wolfgang L a , Joshua R. Goldste~n.Christopher Prm

Future Fertility In Developing Countries
A Regional Review of Fertlliy Tmds 1n Devebp~ngCountries: 1960 to 1990

John Cleland
Reprcductk Preferems and Future Fertlliy in Devehylng Cmtfles
Charles F. Westoli
Populstion Pdicies and Family Planning Programs in SoutheastA&
Mercedes B. Conception
Feri111ly rn Chmna: Pest, Present, Prospsds

Griffib Feeney

Future Mortality in Developing Countries
Mortal* TendsIn Developng Countries: A Survey

BlrgItta BucM
Mortality m S&-Saharan A f M : Trends a d Prospects

Mlchel Garenne
Prcyect~onof Me Mortal~tylmpacf of AIDS ln A f d

JohnBongaaris
How Many Pe&? Can Be Fed on Earth?
Gerhanj K.Heili

Future Fertility and Mortality in Industrialized Countries
Future Reprod*

Behavior In IndustnaIbed Countries

Wolfgang LUh
The Future of Mortalvat OlderAges In Developed Counfnes
James W. Vaupel and Hans Lundstrdm

The Future of IntercontinentalMigration
M@ratimto and from D&velop~ngRegons: A Review of Past Tends

Hania Zlotnik
Spatialand Eamwnic Factom in Fuiure So&-Norih

MigmtMn

Sture b e r g

Projections
The IiASA World Pqoulation Scenarios to 2030
Wolfgang LUh. Chnstopher Pnnz, Jeannette Langgamer
Specral World Popuatlon Scananos to 2100
Woifgang Lutz, Christopher Prinz, Jeannette Langgassner
Epilogue
Wolfgang LUh

Appendices:
Summary Results of Nrm Sptemahc Permutation Scenarios to 2030
Summary Results of Three Long-Ran@ Extenwon Scenarios to 2100
Age Structures of Me Central Scenario, 11990-2100

mortality. Only selected regions are
considered.
The table on page 7 gives the
disaggregation into 12 regions.
Regional populations were projected
simultaneously by a multi-state model
assuming region-specific paths of
age-specificfertility and mortality and
full matrices of interregional migratory
streams.

The Results
Three of the most important results
of the scenario analysis are summarized in the box on page 5.
An important characteristi of our
assumptions is uncertainty in mortality, something lacking from other
world populationprojections. (The UN
varies assumptions only about fertility,
while the World Bank publishes only
one scenario. Neither set of projections considers alternative paths of
migration.) The impact of mortality is
clearly evident from the projections
of world population (see cover). Other
things being equal, by 2030 high and
low mortality assumptions make a
difference in world population of not
less than 0.7 billion - not as great as
the 1.7 billion range between the high
and low fertility assumptions, but still
highly significant.
The wide differences in growth
trends can be seen clearly in the table
and in the figure on page 4. In 1990
two of the regions, Northern Africa
and JapanlAustralialNew Zealand,
each had 140 million inhabitants. The
combined population of JapanIAustralia/New Zeaiand is likely to stabilize
around that figure, but by 2050 Northern Africa's population might easily
triple.
Future trends in population ageing are as pronouncedand uncertain
as trends in total growth. As shown in
the figure on page 5, by 2030 the
world's age structure would still have
the shape of a pyramid under
assumptions of high fertility and high
mortality; but in low fertility-low
mortality scenarios it takes the shape
of a bottle. This implies radically
different societies.
Trends in population ageing are

again very different in different parts
of the world. This trend is already
apparent in developed countries.
Countries that are affected later are
likely to experience even more rapid
ageing. The figure on this page
shows the example of China.
When comparing projections of
ageing to population growth, one very
important feature becomes apparent.
Scenarios that result in high population growth show only moderate
populationageing, while those showing a levelling off in population sib@
imply very rapid population ageing.
Generally, rapid population growth
and rapid ageing are both considered
undesirable, but the scenario projections clearly show that one cannot
avoid both.
Wolfgang Lutz and Christopher Prinz
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DemoGraphics
A graphical database and tool
for population education
Isee has always had two

distinct meanings: to perceive
with the eye and to understand
with the mind. For centuries
the mind has dominated
the eye in the hierarchy of
mathematicalpractice;
today the balance is
being restored... .

then squeezes 1 in progressive steps;
a baby boom causes a bulge at each
step, moving through a pyramid rather like the elephant eaten by the
snake in de Saint-Exupery's fable.

Estimates and Projections knows
how important this feature is. With
DemoGraphicstheuser simply picks
countries or regions from a list with
a click of the mouse. The data are

From On the Shoulders of Giants:
New Approaches to Numeracy
L.E. Steen

o most laymen demography is '
a discipline of dry statistics and
tiresome models, a subject
only for people who like numbers and
equations. Politicians and planners
are especially uneasy with demographic data, assessments, and projections, which might explain why
demographic trends are often ignored and their sodal, economic, and
political consequences are underestimated or misunderstood.
Part of the solution lies, as L.E.
Steen has written, in restoring the
balance between mind and eye. This
was our goal in developing DemoAlternatively, viewers can see
Graphics, an educational software
the demographic momentum as the
package. DemoGraphicsisa system broad base of Nigeria's population
for easy retrieval, graphical display,
pyramid moves upward to childand animation of complex demobearing age.
graphic data. The software autoJust as a static age pyramid
matically translates data into charts
shows the demographic structure of
@opulationpymmids),thematic maps,
a society at a given moment, so a
scatter plots, and other graphics.
moving pyramid makes clear the
The illustrations on these pages , changes in structure over time.
hint at what DemoGraphics can do. ' DemoGraphicshelps users to underBut the real strength of Demo- stand the nature, scale, and speed
Graphics is its ability to animate time
of demographic change.
series data. Graphs and charts move
A second advantage is easy
and change in time, like the societies
access and comparison of data they represent. A drop in birth rates
anyone who has used a 600-page
pinches the base of an age pyramid,
set of tables like the UN Population

T

directly displayed in color graphics.
in synchronous time steps. Side-byside comparison makes trends and
patterns obvious.
Currently, DemoGraphics is set
up for use with two data sets:
the 1994 World Population
Scenarios and European
Country Scenarios
developed by IlASA
(see the previous article);
the 1992 revision of the UN
Population Estimates and
Projections, with data on 180
countries.
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The NASA population scenarios
are included with DemoGraphics
software. But because of copyright
restrictions, IIASA cannot distribute
UN data sets; they can be ordered
directly from the UN. The data can
automatisally be added to the
DemoGraphics database during
installation.The berx contains details
on what the user should order from
the UN.
The system is not restricted to
UN and IlASA data: other sets of
population data, such as detailed
country reports or data for provinces
or districts, could be added. DemoGraphics could also be configured
for much larger databases.

Some Technical Details
DemoGraphics runs under MSWindows 3.1 on DOS-based personal computers. It can be run on a 386
PC, but for practical purposes users
need something better: we recommend a 486166 Mhz PC with a fast
hard disk and a 256-color video
board.
DemoGraphiicswas created with
the help of AniVis, a software tool for
designing graphical databases and
animating data. Both DemoGraphics
and AniVis were developed by
Martina Dippolt and the author at
IIASA.
Our intention in creating AniVis
was to develop software which would
make it possible to build friendly but
powerful user interfaces for electronically distributed databases. The ,
AniVis Database Development Tool
enables the development of graphical
database shells under Windows.
Users can combine different sets of
data with a flexible menu system and
a set of graphical displays, including
charts and maps.
Perhaps most important, AniVis
makes it possible for developers to
specify data-generated animation to
help the eye to see what the mind
has perceived.

1
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How
to Get
DemoGraphics
DemoGmphicsis free, but IlASA
charges US $35 for processing,
handling, and mailing. The
package includes fwe 3.5inch
diskettes and a 36-pageuser's
manual. The manual includes
setup information and a tutorial
for DemoGraDhk: a brief
discussion of population issues,
generally, and the IlASA world
scenarios, in particular;
a description of the AniVi
development tool; and a list of
frequently asked questions.The
author can be cmtacted at IlASA
(see back cover for address and
fax number) or by e-mail at
cheiligOiiasa.ac.at>.
Every effort has been made
to remove bugs in both the data
and the program, but the program
cannd be serviced or supported in
any way.

DemoGraphicsis oonfigured to
load directly the 1992 revisions of:

Demographic Indicators,
1950-2025 (3 diskettes).
SexandAge,
1950-2025 (3 d i k e t t ~ ) .
Age Patterns of Fertility,
1950-2025 (1 diskette).

The diskettes are available from:
The Director
Population Division
United Nations
New York. NY 10017, USA
Phone 212 963-3209
Telefax 212 963-2147

Modeling Land Use and Land Cover Change
in Europe and Northern Asia
atural forces have always influencedand shaped
thesurfaceof planet Earth. Materialtransfers and
energy flows at global, regional, and local scales
have caused both gradual and catastrophic transformations of the atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, and
biosphere. With the appearance of homo sepfens another agent of global change emerged. As their knowledge
and technology level developed, human beings have
acquired an ever increasing capability to transform the
surface of the Earth.
This project is intendedto advance scientific understanding of the processes of changes in global land use
and land cover and their possible consequences. Under
a three-year research program, members of a multinational, multidisciplinary team will analyze the spatial characteristics, temporal dynamics, and environmental consequences of changes in land use and land cover in
Europe and NorthernAsia between 1900and 1990, considering a wide range of socio-economic and biophysical forces. Based on this analysis they will define plausible future changes in land use and cover forthe period
1990 to 2050 using t i i e n t sets of assumptions for future
demographic, political, economic, and socialdevelop
ment.
Europe and Northern Asia were selected because
of their diversity in social, economic, and political organization, which have undergone rapid changes recently,
with major implications for current and future land use
and cover.
The researchteam will be closdy associated with several core projects of the International GeosphereBiosphere Programme, with research funded by the
CommissionofZhe European Union (DG-XII), with national research programs throughout the study area. They
expect to make a significant contribution to international science by developing and testing new research methods and contnbuting new knowledge on land use and
land cover change. Among the questions at issue:
How Is land use likely to change at the regional level
given various trends in demand (food, fiber, fuel,
recreation, etc.) and supply (technology)?
How sensitive is regional land-use change to variation of demandlsupply factors?
How are changes in land use likely to affect other
physical resources (quality and quantity of water
supply, degradation and contamination of soils, climate, etc.)?

These are complex questions. Project members must
consider a wide range ok
Spatial scales-from individual farms to river basins

*

to watersheds, to regions and provinces, to national, supranational, and continental levels,
Temporal scales - the daily cycle of advanced crop
growth models, the20-year cycle of changes in crop
varieties, the multi-decade process of climatic
change, and other time scales for processes of investment, land conversion, plantation growth, formation of national agriculturalpolicies, construction
of canals, reservoirs, dams, changes in coastal structures, etc.,
Economic sectors -agriculture, forestry, tourism,
energy,
Administrative levels -county, region/province, nation, union of nations,
Uncertaintiesandsurprises-demographic development, technological innovations, discontinuities
in the biophysical sysrern,
Managementlpolicy issues - the study seeks to
provide usefulknowledge for policy makers who are
in a position to influence the social, political, and
economtc processes involved in land use.

Work will be organized in the following five phases.
Fourof the five phases will be primarily the responsibility of the project core team at IIASA: the case studies will
be largely organized and implemented by local study
teams. The core team will first define a common case
study protocol, then guide the analysis.

Project Management ~ n Methodology
d
The first phase will concentrate on critically reviewing
past studies and approaches, refining research plans
and protocols, and establishing the infrastructure needed to successfully implement the project. A workshop
involving the main participants will help to elaborate
methodologicaland logistical aspects.
Development of an lntegratetl Model

of Land Use and Land Cover
Most land-cover change is now driven by human rather
t h n natural causes. A systems analysis of this process
requires an interdisciplinary framework emphasizing the
linkages and the constraints between social,economie,
and oolitical forces. on the one hand. and natural svsterns on the other. The framework m;st accommodate
interactions at several spatial and temporal scales. The
challenge is to analyze the global impact (through systemic and cwnulabve effects) of decisions taken by millions of individualsand to project how the foundationsfor

individual decisions (e.g., agronomic, economic, cultural, psychological) are affected by global change.
The NASA core group will construct a database, formulate and implement a continental-scale model of land
use and cover, validate the model and conduct sensitivity tests, and use it to derive long-term projectionsof land
use and cover.
Case Studies
Representative case studies will provide better understanding of historical changes in land use and cover in
relation to characteristic combinations of biophysical,
socioeconomic, and political conditions. These studies
will be conducted largely by regional research teams.
Regional team leaders will spend time at NASA to ensure
consistency and comparability between the case studies, which will be conducted in parallel with model development at IIASA.
Integration and Policy Orientation
It is essenbal that the (continental-scale) model-building
and the (regional) case studies proceed together.
Information must flow both up and down. Examinationof
case study results will allow improved parameterization
of model components used for the continental assessment; simulation results from the continental modeling
can be used to project exogenous forces in the case studies in a consistent manner. Finally, the cont~nental
assessment will be viewed in the global context.

and mechanisms of human impacts on the global environment. The model will be used to project changes in
land use and land cover under various economic, policy, and climate scenarios. Basedon the results, the project will make recommendations to local and national
policy-makers on various aspects of land-use policy and
possible socio-economic strategies.
The work and the findings will be reported in a book
and in various scientific papers and journal articles. the
project will also yield improved digital databases of land
use and land cover in the study region.
IlASA is uniquely placed for such research. It has
an outstanding network of scientists in Western and
Eastern Europe, the former USSR, China, and Japan,
and it has a long record of developing and managingsuccessful interdisciplinary environmental research projects.
In addition, there are a number of current projects at
NASA which incorporate expertise, databases, and validated models which can make an important contribution
to work on land use and land cover. These include a world
agriculture model, forest sector models, a global assessment of water resources, expertise in regional material
balance approaches, a regional energy scenario framework, climate models, and demographic databases and
models. This project will draw on resources in existing
IlASA projects, and in turn will help members of these
projects to better understand some of the key aspects of
global change.
Gdnther Fischer

Assessment of Policy Implications
The study can be viewed as an analysis of the local and
national forces driving global changes in land use, as well
as an assessment of possiMe national and local response
strategies to impacts of global change. In the past twenty years there has been much discussion about problems
of synthesizing scientific information from different disciplines and communicating relevant results to the policy makers. This pmject will use a policy exercise approach
developed and tested at NASA in the 1980sto generate
and assess pollcy responses regarding land use.

he aim of the project is to advance scientific knowledge about land use and landcover, to provide insight
into likely future trends in land use, and to inform policy
makers, internationalorganizations, and the public about
relevant issues.
The scientific results will include an advanced
methodology for analysis of human and biophysical dimensions of land-use and cover change at different spatial
and temporal scales and a validated model of such
changes, based on impmved knowledge of interrelations

T

Science Institute, Moscow, and m Japan and China by T. Kltamura,
Kyoto University. A steeringmmlttee oi d~sttnguishedscientistswill
be &red by M.L Pany, University Cdlege, London, UK.
At present the principal collaborat~nginstituhsare: m Russia
the State Committee on Land Use and Planning, All Russla
Informetion Research Centre on Forest Rmumes, Instituteof
Geography,and Moscow State University; inJapanthe UnEversity
of Tokyo and Univanlty of Tsukuba; in Germany the Max-Plandc
Institutefor h m k g land Potsdam bwitutefor Climate Inrl#lct
Research; in the Netherlandsthe Centre for World Food Studies
andthe NatlonalInstitutefor PuMk Hsalthand Environment;and
the Instituteof Geography of the Chin- Academy of S c h m
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IlASA Joins the World Wide Web
. . -

-

oeoole oettino access to more information, more qulckly and more eas- m ~ d m
~ly,than ever before.
IlASAs latest venture onto the
information superhighway begins
this September, when the institute
joins the World Wide Web. The first
steps will be modest, giving users
limited information about IIASA,
some of its research, and its publications. But in time the Web will
become one of the institute's main
connections to the world and a principal source of information about
IlASA and its work.
A few words on terminology.
The Internet is literally a network of
networks. It comprises thousands of regional computer
networks in more than 50 countries. Having an lnternet
connection can mean access to many services, including electronic mail, interactive conferencing, and network news, as well as the ability to transfer files. The
growth of the lnternet has been amazing: use doubles
every eight months. On a typical day more than 20 million people now use it to send and receive information.
A Gopher is a sort of electronic library available
via the lnternet. First used by US universities, Gophers
have now been set up by thousands of academic and
research institutions, government agencies and nongovernmental organizations, and private firms. IIASA's

I

laboratorv in ~witzerland: can
be thought of as a highly advanced sort of Gopher. Like
Gopher, it uses the Internet as
a carrier of information. But it is
much easier to use and can do
many more things. Where
Gopher is primarily for text, the
Web can deliver integrated text,
sound, color graphics, and even
video. Moreover, the use of
hypertext provides links to documents on related subjects all
around the world. The number
of cross-links is practically lirnitless - hence the "world wide
web" of information.
Use of the Web is now growing at twice the rate of
the lnternet. By the summer of 1994 Web users could
watch a video animation of the latest asteroid crashing
into Jupiter, courtesy of NASA'SJet Propulsion Laboratory in California. Or they could listen to a radio show
from the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Or they
could browse through a florist's catalogue, choose a
bouquet, then fill out an on-screen order form stating
what they chose, where and to whom to send it, and
what credit card to charge.
In September they will be able to use it to browse
through an introduction to IIASA's DemoGraphics software, described on pages 8-10 of this issue of Options.

a
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Remediation and Management of
Degraded River Basins in Central and
Eastern Europe
13-16 June, Laxenburg, Austria

This meeting, one in a series of Advanced Research Workshops sponsored by NATO
(the North Atlantic Treaty Organization), allowed 47experts from 17countries to discuss tools, strategies,
and policies of watershed and water qual~tyrestoration. The specific objectives were to explore the appl~cabilifyof
Western experiences in this field in Central and Eastern Europe and to develop new and innovative strategies for
water resource management wh~chtake account of the political and economic realittes of the region.
Proceed~ngswill be publ~shedby Sprfnger Verlag.
t was apparent to workshop participants that, even
though the present degradation of the environment in
many Central and East European (CEE) countries outwardly resembles the situation in the West some 20 or
30 years ago, the process of environmental management
and restoration may not exactly repeat developments in
the West. Participants concluded that Western experience should be disseminated widely but applied only
after consideration of the very specific economic, political, and social conditions of CEE countries (see Options,
Summer '94).
Most CEE countries have the scientific base to quickly assimilate Western experience and know-how. This
workshop helped in that process.
What follows are some of the conclusions and recommendations of the participants.

I

Water Pollution Problems Specific to
the CEE Region and Related Issues
Unlike in the West, where pollution problems have
been recognized sequentially during the past 20 or
30 years, water pollution problems throughout the
CEE region are not new to the experts. Scientists of
the region rdentrfied them years ago, but the problems were not officrally recognized, or even suppressed, by the previous authorities. Also, unlike the
West, where the recognition and solution of proMems
sequentially progressedfrom traditronal point sources
and pollutants to nonpoint sources and prrority pollutants, the sudden emergence of the problems in
the CEE countries presents a drlemma for management and priority establishment.
Water, sediment, and sorl contamination in the CEE
region is significantand extensive. For these reasons
remediation and abatement may take longer than in
the West. Priorities must be established, beginning

with the protection of human health, followed by protection of aquatic biota and other water-body uses.
Some management and planning practices in the
the previous central planning system
persist today. Change is difficult. Importanttools and
traditions of environmental management, such as
lobbying, have no tradition. Environmental nongovernment organizationsare not yet strong enough
to exert significant pressure on the government.
CEE typical of

The involvement of scientists in formulation of environmental policies is often not satisfactory. Significant
gaps exist between science, practice, and decisionmaking.

-

Monitorina of conventional oollutants is satisfactorv
in most CEE countries, but monitoring of priority pollutants, which often requires specific and costly instruments, is insufficient. Consequently, adequate water
quality and hydrological databases are available only
for flow and for traditional pollutants in most CEE countries. Getting access to this data is sometimes not
easy.

Methods, Technologies, and Engineering
While the necessary skrlls are available in most CEE
countries, local personnel often do possess the apprcpriate methods, technologies, and tools. Knowledge
of methodolog~es
and technologies can be transferred
relatively quickly to most countries, although there is
considerable diversity among the scientific and technical communrties of CEE countrres.
Careful evaluation of different methods and technologies is needed, respecting local conditions and
focusing on economic efficiency. For the transition
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period, realistic and achievable water quality standards must be developed within the CEE rather than
uncritically imported from the West. New envlronmental standards and restrictions should consider
the risk to the population and the aquatic ecology.
CEE countries should in most cases avoid imitating

and environmental remediationamongjurisdictions.
The polluter-pays principle is widely acceptedas equitable and should be followed where possible. The use
of subsidies for pollution control, which has been the
prevalent practice in CEE countries, should be critically re-evaluated. Subsidies should be applied cautiously during specific transition periods.

expensive, high technology Western solutions to problems of water quality management. There is a strong
need in many regions, both urban and rural, for less
expensive, innovative, low technology solutions. A
focus on less expensive technologies is appropriate
for industrial and municipal as weli as agricultural
sources of pollutants or, In a broader sense, to watershed management. The CEE region therefore has specif~cresearch and development needs.

Key actors, including ministries, inspectorates, water
dischargers, local governments, scientists, the general public, and nongovernmental organizations
should be involved in the decision-making process.
Policy workshops should be organized for a broad
audience includingmembers of these groups, in additlon to more narrowly focused technical and scientific meetlngs and workshops.

Policy Implications
The scheduling of goals and standards, as well as the
phasing in and enforcement of goals and standards
during the next 20 or 30 years, are crucial. The startIng point should be definition of overall quality goals
for receiving waters set by central legislative bodies.
Implementation(action) plans should be basin-wide,
as basins are the natural unlt of water management.
Integratedriver basin management is the only feasiMe management process. The relative advantage of
CEE countries is that the related management agencies have already been establishedand some of the
known failures of the West can be avoided.
Efforts should be made to develop step-wise planning and management procedures to identify goals,
objectives, and alternatives, as is done in many
Western countries. Basin-wide water quality planning
and management is an established process used
widely in the West. Central, command-type planning
has been discredited and must be avoided. On the
other hand, pure market approaches to water quality management are not possible.

Education, Cornmunicatlon, and
Information Exchange
Improved educat~onis needed on all levels to make
people more aware of the importance and impacts of
consumption habits and to improve overall attitudes
toward the environment and prevent~onof pollut~on.
Improved interactions are needed between scientists,
engineers, practitioners, and decision-makers. The
research community should be more closely involved
in forming and analyzing legislation and prompting
other policy debates.
Efforts to integrate CEE professionals with their
Western counterparts are desirable and needed. In
this respect, the present international professional
organizations may serve as a means and forum of
communication and knowledge exchange.
Technology and transfer of know-how from Western
countries to the CEE region is important to enhance
the likelihoodof appropriatetechnology applications
therein. Incentives are needed to avoid a brain drain.

Water quality impact and economic implications
should be evaluated jointly when formulating new
environmental control legislation.

Access to basic scientific publications, good libraries,
and international and regional networking are lacking for several CEE countries.

Local authorities in c~~c~untriesshould
begin implementing pollution control as early as possible and not
wal for external instruction and assistance.

D~sseminationof models, methods, and results of
their applicationto the broader community (managers,
legislators, etc.) are essential for successful applicat~onsof science to real-world problems.

Institutional changes presently under way in CEE countries should be seen and utilizedas an opportunity to
introduce economic instrumentsfor water quality management holistically.
Efficient mechanisms should be developed for the
transfer of costs and funds for pollution abatement

There is a need to summarize Western standards,
environmental laws, etc., and to compare them with
those presently in force in CEE countries. Such a
summary and comparison should be distributed in
the CEE region to key persons.
Lilslld Somly6dy and Vladimir Novotny
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In Memory of

Luis Donaldo Colosio

I

On July 15 a brief ceremony
was held at IlASA to honor Luis
Donaldo Colosio, the IlASA
alumnus and candidate for the
presidency of Mexico who was
assassinated in March 1994.
The photographs show Diana
Laura Riojas de Colosio, his
widow, addressing the ceremony
and with IIASA Director Peter E.
de Janosi. Among others anending were Jaime Serra Puche,
Mexican Minister of Commerce,
Luis Javier Castro, an IlASA
alumnus and close friend of
Colosio, and Andrei Rogers of the
University of Colorado at Boulder.
Rogers, the former leader of
IIASA's Human Settlements and
Services Area, brought Colosio to
IlASA in 1978 to work on a case
study of urban growth in Mexico.
The ceremony marked
the formal announcement by
de Janosi of a new Luis Donaldo
Colosio Fellowship. The fellowships will allow young Mexican
researchers to spend time at
IlASA working with scholars from
around the world, as Colosio
himself did, and help IlASA to
pursue his dream of harnessing
the science of the industrialized
North to address the problems of
the developing South.
To further that goal, IIASA's
Governing Council has also
established a North-South
Fund, which will be used to
promote the globalization of
IIASA's programs, staff and
membership.
Discussions are under way
with several developing countries,
including Mexico, about
membership in IIASA.
Susan Riley

INSIDE HASA
I

RESEARCH
ORANTS

Population,
Environment,
and Development
The UN Population Fund has awarded
HASA a "
arant to suooort a case studv of
population1environmenUdevelopment
interactions on the Cape Verde Islands.
using methodologydeveloped for an earlier IlASA case study of Mauritius. The
grant will allow testing of basic model
assumptions and results. Contact: Anne
Babette Wils

..
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1
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Radioactive
Contamination Study
The W. Alton Jones Foundation of
Charlottesville. Virginia. USA, has given
IlASA a grant to support activities within a new ~roiecton Radiation and the
The grant will be usedto sup~ios~here.
port a twoyear interdisciplinarystudy of
radioactivecontaminationof the Mavak
nuclear complex in the southern ljral
Mountains of Russia. Contact: Boris
Segerstahl

i

Restructuring and Recovery of
Output In Ruasla,
9-11 June, Laxenburg, Austria.
Twenty-four economists attended this
meeting, one of a series of seminars on
Russia's transition to a market economy.
Topics of discussion included macroeconomics and public policy regarding
output, the costs of lowering inflation,
behavior of enterprises, unemployment,
and domestic and international comoetition. Contact: Jdnos Gdcs

Management of
Russian R&D
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation of Chicago will fund further
studies at IlASA of research and development management in Russia's transition to a market economy. NASA began
work in this field in 1990, at the request
of senior officials in the Russian government. Contact: Il'darKaflmov

River Basin lnformation
System for Mexico
Wth support from the Grupo Profesional
Planeacionv Provectos, on behalf of the
Mexican ~ationalwater Commission.
NASA will adapt and further develop a
River Basin Manaoement
Information
"
System, designed in collaboration with
Thames Water International, Reading,
UK, for use in the Lerma catchment area
of Mexico, including Lake Chapala.
Contact: Kurt Fedra

Participants in a roundtable forjournalists on Science and Technology in the
European Reform Process held in Salzburg, July 27. From right to left: IIASA
Director Peter E. de Jdnosl, Netherlands Prime Minister Ruud Lubbers, Austrian
Vice-ChancellorErhardBusek, who hostedthe meeting, Russian Science Minister
Boris Saitykov, and the Czech Minister of Education, both, andsport, Ivan Pilip.

I
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I
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Decomposition and Parallel
Computlng Techniques for
Large-scale Systems,
13-23 Juna, Laxenhrg, Austrla.
About 25 mathematicians and computer scientists attended this workshop to
consider new developments in the field
and new applications. Eighteen sessions
allowedextensive diiu&ions of a range
of tooics. Some of the most fruitful discussions concerned ways to exploit structurai properties of problems to facilitate
their solution, augmented Langrangian
decomposition techniques, and a p p l i i tion of these techniques to problems of
uncertainty and large-scale complex
models for systems analysis. Contact:
Andrzej RuszcIyriski

1
(

i

The Nature and Dynamlcs of
Organizational Caoabillw,
16-16 June, ax en bur^, Austria.
This workshop was held to assess the
state of the art and to explore the possibilities of further research regarding the
character, structure, origins, and development of capabilities in business firms.
The focus was on replication of existing
capabilities, on the assumption that a better understanding of the ability to replicate capabilities w o ~ l dprovide support
for structured comparisons across
diverse empirical settings. Contact: loufl
Kaniovski
International Energy Workshop,
21-22 June, Honolulu, USA.
This workshop is an annual event, jointly organized by IlASA and Stanford
University. The 1994 meeting, hosted by
the East-West Center, featured papers
and discussions on the latest IEW poll of
energy experts, global energy systems
and CCh emission control oolicies. developing countries' energy stktegies'incaping with climate change, the impact on
energy issues of conversion of the Russian arms industry, the post-Soviet oil
outlook, and national studies of various
energy issues in Argentina, Canada,
China, India, Mexico, and Slovenia. About
45 energy experts attended. The 1995
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IEW will be held at IIASA, 20-22 June.
Contact: Leo Schmttenholzer

vehicles, a case study of ozone format i n in Berlin, and the effects of altltude
and time on ozone concentatlons. The
workshop was intended to help IlASA
determine a scientific direction for future
' ozone
modelingefforts. Contact: Markus
Amann

Employment and Unemployment in
Russia from a Microeconomic
Perspective,
23-25 June, Laxenburg, Austria.
This seminar, the last in a series on
Russia's emnomic transition, was attended by %S economists and officials from
various Russian and international oman.ations. Discussions includeda rev.&
of recent developments in employment
and unemployment In Russia, adjustments in the use of labor, case studies
of the coal industry and conversion of
military production in small towns, and a
I
comparison of Russianexperienceswith
those of Bulgaria. the Czech Republ~c,
and Slovakia. Contact: Janos Gats

I

and

Dirk Torn (Netherlands), from the
, Agricultural
University of Wageningen,
has jolned the Transboundary Air
Pollution project.

-

Klaus Astner (Austria), from the
Shah
University of ~ienna,and ~ e e m a
(India), from the UNISYS Corporation,
have joined the Advanced Computer

I

Chlhiro Watanabe (Japan), former
deputy director of technology development at Japan's Ministry of International
Trade and Industry, has joined IIASA as
a senior adviser to the director regarding research on technolooical innovation
a i d industrialdevelopm~nt.

I

. .

.'
Helmut Breltmeler (Germany), from
Tilbingen Umversity, Hua Dong (China),
from EmersonCollege, Massachusetts,
USA, Marc Levy (USA), from the
Woodrow Wclson School at Princeton
University, New Jersey, and Olav
k h r a m Stokke (Norway) and Torunn
Laugen (Norway), from the Frldtjof
Nansen Institute. have ~oined the
International ~nvkonmeniaiCommitments project.

Reports
The hl/owing mports am now available
from IIASA's Publications Department
for the amounts indicated. Forpayment
by Visa or Mastercard, please send the
number of your credit card, the expiry
date, and a copy of your signature. A
complete publications list is on the
Internet Gopher at gopher.iiasa.ac.at.

Technological Regimes, Industrial
Demography, and the Evolution of
Industrial Structures,
11-13 July, Laxenburg, Austria.
This workshop,with some 35 participants,
dealt with two related methodological
Issues. The first was a review of stylized
Emlsslon Factors for Aqueous
facts concerning industrial evolutcon,
lndustrlal Cadmium Discharges
especially regularities in industrial demothe Rhlne
Basin: a Historrcal
graphy, distribution of industrial perfor- I Francesca Chiaromonte (Italy), from
the
University
of
Minnesda,
has
joined
ReCOnstructiOn
Of
the
mance, dynamics of industrial stntdures,
1970-1988- F: Elgemas S.Andeh~,
the
Technological
and
Economic
Dynaand the intersectoral differences condcW.M. Stigliani. RR-94-1. US $10.
tlonal to certain technological reglmes. II mics project.
The second issue was the appreciative
GOntchar (Russia) and louriThe Transportation Sector: Gmwlng
theonzing which has been buiR on these
Demand and Emissions. A. Griibler.
OSi
p
ov
(Russia),hom
lrom
the Russian
styllzed facts by ldentcfying key factors
Reprinted from the Pacific and Asian
Academy
Of Sciences, and
underlying patterns of industrial evoluJournal of Energy, Volume 3, no. 2
Schelling
(USA),
from
the
University
of
tion. Contact: lour1Kaniovski
(179-1 99), December 1993. RR-94-5.
Maryland, and Harvey Brooke (USA).
US$lO.
h
a
;
joined
IlASA
for
part
of
the
summer
Evolutionary Economics,
,
1994
as
Institute
Scholars.
.
14-22 July, Laxenburg, Austrla.
Global Scenarios for Carbon Dioxide
This colloquium featured seven lectures
Pave1
lvanw
(Russia),
from
the
lnstlrute
Emissions. A.S. Manne, L. Schrattenand d ~ u s s i o n sin the growing field of
for Water and Environmental Problems,
holzer. Reprinted from Energy, Vo1.18,
evolutionary economics, papers were
Siberian Division of the Russian AcaNo.12, pp. 1207-1222, 1993. RR-94-8.
delivered on industrial evolution, the
structure.
erneroence
"~ of market
-~
~.bound- I demy of Sciences (Barnaul). has joined us $10.
ed rationalitv and learnino, evolutionarv
lhe
Water
project.
yame dynamics,technol&ical adoption
Energy aases -The Methane Age
Vladimir Novikov (Russia), from the
and urn processes, the evolubon of orgaand Beyond. N. NakiknoviC. Reprinted
Nuclear Power Problems Laboratory at
nizations. and sirnulatino artificial ecofrom The Futurw of Energy Gases, U.S.
the Kurchatw Instituteof Atomk Energy,
nomies. dontact: peflon-young
GeologicalSurvey ProfessionalPaper.
Moscow, has jolned the Radiation Safety
RR-94-8. US $10.
of the Biosphere project.
Ozone Modeling Workshop,
25-26 Juty, Laxenburg*Austrla.
Warren Sanderson IUSA). an IlASA
-"",,"
Seven experts in computer science and
alumnus the s ~ ~ ~ of~hew
u ~ & & ~ ~
The following book is now available
atmospheric physics and chemistry were
york at stony crook, has joined the
lrorn
booksellars or from the publisher.
Invited to IlASA for this meetlng to dispooulationoroiect.
cuss various approaches to modeling
Population-Development-EnvlronAntonle Stam (the Netherlands), from
around-levelozone. Tonics of discussion
the University of Georgia, has joined the
ment: Understandlng Their Interhcluded local regression modeling verMethodology and Decision Analysis proactions in Maurltlus. W. Lutz, editor.
sus a matr~xapproach, ozone-related
Springer-Verlag. ISBN 3-540-58301-7.
ject.
emission sources includingsoil NO. and
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FURTHER INFORMATION
The Office of Public Information
IIASA, A-2361 Laxenburg. Austria
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